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Abs~a~ 

We study the angular dependence of the magnetic properties of Y-Ba-Cu-O thin films irradiated with 0.86 GeV Pb and 5 
GeV Xe ions. For the Pb irradiated samples the critical current has a maximum when the direction of the external magnetic field 
coincides with the direction of the columnar defects induced by the irradiation. For the Xe irradiated samples such anisotropy 
in the critical current was not found. The pinning force density obeys a scaling law of the form bP( 1 - b)q, where b= Hcxt/Hirr(T), 
and H~,t and Hi,~ are the external and the irreversibility fields, respectively. The exponents p and q depend on the type and 
direction of the irradiation. 

1. Introduction 

The introduction of artificial defects has proved to 
be a very important tool in increasing the efficiency 
of  flux pinning, and thus the critical current density, 
in high-To superconductors (HTS's) .  A very useful 
way to produce pinning centers in a controlled way is 
by irradiation with heavy ions [ 1-6 ]. The advantage 
of this method is the ability to produce pinning cen- 
ters of  well defined size, orientation and concentra- 
tion. The micro-structure of  the defects introduced 
by the irradiation depends on the kind of ion used in 
the irradiation, the energy of the ions and the dose of 
irradiation. In particular, high-energy (several GeV) 
Pb irradiation introduces columnar defects, whereas 
Xe ions produce point-like and cluster-like defects [ 1-  
3 ]. Extensive studies of  HTS crystals show that col- 
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umnar defects produced by Pb irradiation serve as 
efficient pinning centers with unidirectional features 
[ 5 ], namely that the critical current, deduced from 
the width of the magnetization curves reaches the 
maximum when the flux lines are aligned along the 
direction of the irradiation. 

The study of superconductors with artificial pin- 
ning centers is of particular interest for thin films, 
which are more favorable than crystals for practical 
applications. In spite of an intensive experimental 
study of irradiation effects on thin films of copper- 
oxide superconductors (see e.g. Ref. [2] ), the angu- 
lar dependence of the critical current was hardly ex- 
amined. The only exception we are aware of  is a re- 
cent work by Holzapfel et al. [ 6 ], who have studied 
the angular dependence of the t ranspor t  critical cur- 
rent in thin films irradiated with heavy ions. 

In this paper we report on the angular dependence 
of the m a g n e t i c  properties in YBCO thin films irra- 
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diated with Pb and Xe. The results show that in films 
irradiated with Pb ions, where columnar defects are 
manifest, a unidirectional enhancement of  the criti- 
cal current along the direction of irradiation is ob- 
served, similar to the effect which has been observed 
in crystals [ 5 ]. In films irradiated with Xe ions, how- 
ever, this effect was not found. 

2. Experimental 

Thin YBCO films were laser ablated on [ 100 ] MgO 
and SrWiO3 substrates, as described in detail in Ref. 
[7]. The films were irradiated by either 0.86 GeV 
Pb +53 or 5 GeV Xe +44 ions along either the c direc- 
tion or at 45 ° relative to it. The irradiation was car- 
ded out at the Grand Acc616rateur National d 'Ions 
Lourds (GANIL, Caen, France). The Pb +53 ions 
produce continuous cylindrical amorphous tracks 
along their path with a diameter of  about 7 nm. The 
Xe +44 ions, on the other hand, do not produce co- 
lumnar defects, but rather clusters of  point-like de- 
fects, which are dispersed around the ions' trajecto- 
ries [ 1-3].  Information related to our samples and 
details of  irradiation are found in Table 1. 

All measurements presented below were per- 
formed on an Oxford-Instruments vibrating sample 
magnetometer (VSM), which allows for rotation of 
a sample relative to the direction of the external mag- 
netic field. We denote the angle between the direc- 
tion of the irradiation and c-axis by 0, and the angle 
between the direction of the external magnetic field 
and the c-axis by ~. We note that in VSM we measure 
the component of  the magnetic moment  along the 
magnetic field. In order to correct for the fact that the 
magnetization vector points in the c direction in the 
films, the measured magnetic moment  is divided by 
cos(tp) to yield the actual moment  M. 

3. Results 

3.1. Unidirect ional  anisotropy 

3. I. I. Pb irradiation 
Fig. 1 shows a typical set of  magnetization curves, 

at 44 K, for sample F11 (irradiated with Pb ions along 
0= + 45 °) for various ~0. The width AM of the mag- 
netization loops increases with the increase of  angle 
from ~=  - 4 5  ° to +45 °. The maximum width is for 
the loop measured for ~=  + 45 °, namely when the ex- 
ternal field is along the direction of the irradiation. 
The critical current density Jc was derived from the 
width of such magnetization curves (at the given 
temperature and field) using the sand-pile model [8 ], 
which gives, in the case of a rectangle of sides a_< b, 
Jc = 2 0 A M / ( a  2bt ( 1 - a / ( 3 b ) ), where t is the thick- 
ness of  the film. We assume that the shielding current 
density is constant across the thin film [9 ] and, hence, 
we use the above formula considering the film as a 
cross-section of an infinite slab. We note that for our 
films this model yields Jc values which are somewhat 
smaller than those obtained, for similar films, in 
transport measurements. At this stage it is not clear 
to us whether this difference reflects the creep pro- 
cess or deterioration of the films because of aging or 
irradiation. 

Fig. 2 summarizes the derived critical current den- 
sity Jc at T=  64 K as a function of the angle ~0 for sam- 
ple F11. The figure demonstrates a distinctive angu- 
lar anisotropy of J~ with a sharp peak at ~=45  °, 
consistent with the transport data of  Ref. [ 9 ]. It is 
quite clear that without columnar defects, the direc- 
tion ~0=45 ° is exactly equivalent to the direction 
~0=-45  °, and therefore any difference in the mag- 
netic behavior between these directions is due to an 
interaction between the vortices and the columnar 
defects. 

Table 1 
Information on the samples studied. 0 is the angle of irradiation with respect to the c-axis (which is perpendicular to the plane of the 
film ) 

Name Dimensions (cm 2) Thickness (nm) Substrate Ion 0 7~ (K) 

VA 0.400 × 0.430 200 MgO unirr, unirr. 89.5 
F4 0.471 × 0.162 225 MgO Pb + sa 0 o 83.5 
Fl 1 0.709×0.325 300 SrTiO3 Pb +Sa 45 ° 83.5 
B13 0.630X0.320 300 SrTiO3 Xe +44 45 ° 88.5 
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Fig. 1. Magnetization loops for sample FI l (0= + 45 °) at T= 44 
K for the indicated angles ~ = -45*, -20*, 0", 15*, 30* and 45*. 
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Fig. 3. Magnetization loops for sample F4 (0=0") at T=34 K 
for different angles ~0= -45", 0* and 45*. 
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Fig. 2. Angular dependence of the critical current density for 
sample F 11 (0= + 45") at T= 64 K for two values of the external 
magnetic field: H=0.5 T (squares) and I T (circles). Note the 
peak at ~= +45*. The lines are guides for the eye. 

A similar pinning anisotropy was observed for films 
that were irradiated by Pb ions along 0=0".  Fig. 3 
shows magnetization curves for  sample F4, for 
@= -45" ,  0* and +45*. The curves measured at + 45* 
are almost identical, whereas the width o f  the curve 
for the field along the irradiation direction shows a 
substantial increase for sufficiently large fields. 

Figs. 1 and 3 show that the magnetic moment  is 
independent o f  the direction o f  external magnetic 
field in the vicinity o f  H = 0 ,  so that the loops coin- 
cide for all angles @. This indicates that close to H =  0 
the spatial distribution o f  the trapped magnetic flux 
is the same for all f0. 

Another demonstrat ion o f  the anisotropic en- 
hancement  o f  the critical current is presented in Fig. 
4. In this figure the critical current, obtained from 
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Fig. 4. Temperature dependence of the critical current density for 
sample F11 (0= +45*) for different angles ~= -45", 0* and 45* 
at the external field H= 1 T. 

the widths o f  magnetization curves at H =  1 T, is plot- 
ted versus temperature for three angles •= -45* ,  0* 
and +45* for sample F11. It is apparent that the un- 
idirectional pinning is more pronounced for low tem- 
peratures, and that it exists almost to the transition 
temperature. 

3.1.2. X e  irradiation 

As can be seen from Fig. 5, the samples irradiated 
with Xe ions do not show a unidirectional enhance- 
ment  o f  flux pinning. The figure presents magnetiza- 
t ion loops for sample B13 (irradiated by Xe ions 
along 0=  + 45"), for ~0 = - 45" and + 45", at T =  64 K. 
The magnetization loops are almost identical. Such @ 
independent magnetization was observed between 64 
K (the lowest temperature in our experiments),  and 
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Fig. 5. Magnetization loops for sample BI3 (0= +45*) at T=64 
K and 71 K for the angles (a = - 45* and 45*. 
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Fig. 6. The pinning-force density as a function of magnetic field 
for sample FI 1 (0= +45"), for 9,= +45", at different tempera- 
tures T=44, 54, 64 and 74 K. 

T = 7 6  K (above which the signal is too weak to be 
reliably recorded). 

magnetic field for sample F1 1, in the case when the 
magnetic field is aligned along the direction of the 
defects (@=45"), for various temperatures. Fig. 7 
shows scaling of the pinning force, obtained by using 
the variables F*=Fp,ap/Fm and b*=H/Hm, where 
Fro(T) is the maximal value of Fp,ap(T, H)  and Hm 
is the magnetic field value at Fp,ap = Fm. The scaled 
pinning forces for the sample F 4 ( 0 = 0  °, ~ = 0  °) coin- 
cide with that for F11 (0=45 °, ~=45°) ,  indicating a 
common pinning mechanism in both cases. The 
scaled pinning force of  the samples B 13 (Xe irradi- 
ated at 0 = 4 5 ° ), F 11 (Pb irradiated at 0 = 4 5 °, for two 
directions of  the magnetic field), F4 (Pb irradiated 
at 0 = 0 ° ), and VA (unirradiated) are shown together 
in Fig. 8. 

4. Discussion 

The general impression of our data is that Pb irra- 
diated films and crystals exhibit a similar unidirec- 
tional magnetic anisotropy despite the fact that the 
thickness of  our films is comparable with the London 
penetration depth 2. We note, however, that for Xe 
irradiated films we did not observe unidirectional 
anisotropy. The different behavior may be under- 
stood by the difference in the micro-structure of  the 
defects resulting from the irradiation. The Pb ions 
produce continuous columnar defects, whereas the Xe 
ions produce non-continuous defects in the form of 
clusters along the direction of the irradiation [ 1-3 ]. 

1.2 

3.2. Pinning force 

A powerful method to analyze the mechanism of 
pinning is the study of the pinning-force density 
Fp= IJcXHex~l (we assume B=Hex0,  as a function 
of temperature and magnetic field [8]. The func- 
tional form of Fp may provide insight into the pin- 
ning mechanism for different samples. It is impor- 
tant to note that unlike conventional superconductors, 
Fp in HTS's depends on the time-window of the ex- 
periment and it is therefore denoted below as the ap- 
parent pinning force Fp,av= IJXH~xtl, where J<Jc 
because of flux creep. 

Fig. 6 shows the pinning force as a function of the 
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Fig. 7. The pinning-force density for sample FI 1 ( 0=  +45  °) for 
~= +45", normalized with the peak coordinates Hm and Fm 
at T=44, 54 and 64 K. The solid curve is a fit by 
F* = 2.17b *°'96 ( 1 - 0.323b*)2. 
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We note that Holzapfel et al. [ 6 ] did observe a 
unidirectional pinning in thin films irradiated by Xe 
ions. However, they used Xe ions with smaller ener- 
gies (0.34 GeV). The energy deposition rate Se for 
the Xe ions reaches a maximum at about 1 GeV [ 1 ], 
and therefore it is probable that the Xe irradiation in 
the experiment of  Holzapfel et al. actually produced 
columnar defects. 

The scaling analysis of  the pinning force enables us 
to compare the different samples with respect to the 
type of irradiation and the external field direction. In 
most cases, for both conventional [10] and high-To 
superconductors [ 11 ], the pinning force obeys a 
scaling law which can be written as 

Fp,ap ( T, next) = F (  T)bP( I -- b) q . ( 1 ) 

Here F ( T )  is a function which depends only on the 
temperature, and b is a normalized field Hext/Ho, 
where H0 is some scaling field. The exponents p and 
q depend on the type of pinning centers and elastic 
properties of  the flux-line lattice (FLL) [ 10,11 ]. In 
conventional superconductors, where thermal fluc- 
tuations are rather negligible, He2 is used as the scal- 
ing field Ho. However, in high-T¢ superconductors one 
should use the irreversibility field Hi~ as the scaling 
field [ 11 ]. This choice of  the scaling field is justified 
by the fact that Ho is, by virtue of  Eq. ( 1 ), the field 
at which Fp,~p becomes zero. This (time-dependent) 
field is, by definition, Hirr. A number of  reports con- 
firm the scaling law of Eq. ( 1 ) with Ho = Hi~ [ 12- 
14]. 

The data of Fig. 7 and also previous experimental 
works [ 14-16 ], imply a modified scaling function: 

Fp,~p( T, H.~t )=Fm(  T)Kb*P(1 - a b * )  q , (2) 

where Fm(T) is the (time-dependent) maximum 
value of  Fp,ap ( T, H);  K and a are parameters that are 
independent of  the field and temperature; b ° = H / H m  
is a scaled field, where H e  is the magnetic field value 
at Fp,ap = Fm. We now assume that the pinning force 
obeys the scaling law in the form of Eq. ( 1 ) in the 
whole range of fields b =  0 to 1. This assumption is 
not always valid; for example, a scaling in the form 
of Eq. (2) was observed in BSCCO crystals [ 15 ] only 
up to He,  but not in the whole range of b. This im- 
plies that in that case there was no scaling in the form 
of Eq. ( 1 ). However, if  Fp,~v is scaled with Hi,r, it is 
also scaled with Hm, under the substitution of a = Hm/ 
Hi~r and F m K = F ( T )  (Hm/Hi=) p in Eq. (2). 

Thus, such an analysis allows us to obtain, in an 
indirect way, the irreversibility field Hi~r(T). For ex- 
ample, a fit to the curve in Fig. 7 yields the parameter 
a = H m / H ~ r = 0 . 3 2 3  for the sample F11, in the case of 
~0=45". The data can now be scaled by Eq. (1) and 
we find H~r~(T) from the measured H m ( T ) .  Fig. 9 
shows the temperature dependence of the H~r~ de- 
rived in such a way for ~0= +45", for sample F l l .  
Conventionally, H~r~ is defined from the magnetiza- 
tion curves as the field above which the ascending and 
the descending branches of  M ( H )  coincide. From the 
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Fig. 9. The irreversibility field Hn-o determined from the fits to 
the p inning-force  density,  as a function of temperature, for sam- 
ple Fll (0=+45 °) for ~=+45 ° (solid circles) and (0=-45 ° 
(squares). The open circle is a direct measurement of H~ for 
FI1 at 74 IC Inset: The peak value Fm as a funct ion  of H~ for 
~= +45 ° and -45 °. 
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magnetization curve at 74 K we found Hire= 0.85 T 
(open circle in Fig. 9), in good agreement with the 
value obtained from the fit. We could not reach Hir~ 
for lower temperatures because of the limitation in 
the magnetic field (1.5 T)  in the experiment. In the 
inset of  Fig. 9 Fm is plotted versus H ~ = H m / a ,  for 
the two angles ~0=-45* and +45*. A power law 
Fm=KI-l~r~ is obtained. A best fit gives for the expo- 
nent ~,=2 and 4.3 for the angles ~0= - 4 5  ° and 45 °, 
respectively. 

The presentation of  Fv,~ p in the form suggested by 
Eq. ( 1 ) makes it possible to compare directly differ- 
ent samples with respect to the pinning efficiency. As 
shown in Fig. 8, there are three different functional 
forms of Fp,,p: 

( 1 ) for the Pb irradiated samples F11 and F4 with 
the direction of the external field along the columnar 
defects F*=6.45b°96( 1 - b )  2, and the value of b at 
F* (max) bin= 1/3; 

(2) for F11 with the field perpendicular to the de- 
fects, and for the virgin sample F*=  3.82b°-55 ( 1 -b )2 ,  
bin=0.22; 

(3) for the Xe irradiated sample B13 
F *  = 4 . 6 4 b  °S s ( 1 - b ) 3, bin=0.15. The different func- 
tional form of the scaled pinning force, which is man- 
ifest in the parameters p, q and the peak position bm 
in Eq. ( 1 ), reflects different types of pinning mecha- 
nisms, associated with different defects in our 
samples. 

It is important to note that the straightforward re- 
lationship between Fp,,p and the pinning mechanism 
is relevant only in the shortest time scale, before re- 
laxation affects the value of the critical current. How- 
ever, we believe that the original pinning force Fp (at 
t=  0) will collapse to the same universal curve to- 
gether with scaled pinning forces Fp,ap taken at the 
later times. To justify such an approach we note that 
our preliminary relaxation experiments on the irra- 
diated films showed weaker flux creep than that found 
in irradiated YBCO crystals [ 17 ]. This allows us to 
consider J as constant on the scale of our time-win- 
dow. Moreover, recent creep measurements in YBCO 
crystals [ 15 ] demonstrate that Fp,~p exhibits the same 
scaling behavior for all experimental time windows. 
These scaling features are probably related to a field 
independence of the relaxation rate in a certain range 
of fields. From the point of view of the collective pin- 
ning theory, such a situation occurs in the single-vor- 

tex pinning regime. For the case of thin films (where 
pinning is rather strong) it has been established [ 18 ] 
that this regime is maintained for fields up to 1 T and 
temperatures up to 80 K. Our measurements are thus 
performed in the single vortex regime. Therefore, the 
scaling of Fp,ap can provide us with important infor- 
mation about the particular pinning mechanism in 
the films. 

The origin of the pinning mechanism in the differ- 
ent cases can be speculated on phenomenologically 
in view of several studies of the scaled pinning force 
that were carried out recently for high-To supercon- 
ductors. Taking into account the creep phenomena, 
Niel [ 11 ] calculated the pinning force for different 
types of pinning centers and found that p =  ½, q= 2 
describe pinning by a surface. Quite similar expo- 
nents (p=0.6 and q=2.2)  were found experimen- 
tally by Juang et al. [ 19 ] for unirradiated T1-Ba-Ca- 
Cu-O thin films. They suggested that this functional 
form of Fp,ap makes surface core pinning manifest. As 
shown above, the pinning force, in the case of the Pb 
irradiation where the field direction is perpendicular 
to the direction of irradiation, exhibits the same pin- 
ning mechanism as that of the unirradiated sample, 
with the exponents p ~ l, q = 2. It is therefore plausi- 
ble that this form of Fp,~p i s due to pinning on planar 
defects, which always exist in laser-ablated films. 

The sample B13 (ii'radiated with Xe along 
0 = + 4 5  °) makes manifest a pinning mechanism 
which differs from the virgin sample, with q= 3 in- 
stead of 2. It was suggested that the exponent q = 3 
arises from a combined effect of the shear modulus 
C66 and the tilt modulus C44, in contrast to a domi- 
nant shear motion of the FLL in the case of q= 2 [ 10 ]. 

In order to obtain a full understanding of the rela- 
tionship between the functional form of the pinning 
force and the pinning mechanism one should take into 
account many different factors such as the behavior 
of elastic constants of the flux-line lattice, the inter- 
action of a vortex with a pinning center [ 10-13,16 ], 
the understanding of which is still incomplete, espe- 
cially in the case of highly anisotropic superconduc- 
tors. 

Concluding, we have presented a first study of the 
angular dependence of the magnetization of YBCO 
thin films irradiated with high-energy Pb and Xe ions. 
The Pb irradiated samples exhibit a unidirectional 
anisotropy of the critical current, so that Jc reaches 
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Table 2 
Scaling exponents p and q according to Eq. ( 1 ) for different types 
of defects 

Type of defects in p q 
thin film 

As-grown defects 0.55 2 
(e.g. grain boundaries) 
Discontinuous dusters 0.55 3 
(after Xe irradiation) 
Columnar defects 0.96 2 
(after Pb irradiation) 

max imum when the direction of the external mag- 
netic field coincides with the direction of the irradia- 
tion. On the other hand,  the Xe irradiated samples 
did not show such anisotropy. These results demon-  
strate that different types of defects make different 
contr ibut ions to the p inning  force Fp,av. The differ- 
ences in the p inn ing  efficiency for the various sam- 
ples and the dependence on the direction of the ex- 
ternal magnetic field were clearly reflected in the 
functional  form of  Fv,a p when scaled with Hire- The 
scaling exponents are summarized in Table 2. 
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